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Justice Committee 
 

Offensive Behaviour at Football and Threatening Communications (Scotland) 
Act 2012 

 
Letter from the Lord Advocate to the Convener 

 
Thank you for your letter dated 5 November 2013 regarding the Justice Committee 
and its consideration of the Offensive Behaviour at Football and Threatening 
Communications (Scotland) Act 2012.  
 
You have asked me to respond to the issues raised in the letters enclosed with your 
letter which I will endeavour to do.  
 
One of your correspondents has suggested that persons are arrested ‘for nothing 
more than supporting their team’. This is not the experience of Procurator Fiscals. 
Successful prosecutions have followed arrests for brandishing a flagpole to make it 
look like a firearm during a football match, making a Nazi salute at a football match, 
engaging in organised and pre arranged disorder and violence at a busy station, 
abusing passengers including children en route to a football match, wearing a T shirt 
in sight of opposition fans with the words ‘INLA f*** your poppy’ en route to Ibrox for 
an Old Firm match, discharging a flare in a football match and causing danger to 
fans, singing and chanting songs containing lyrics to the effect that the opposition 
fans are ‘fenian bastards’ and ‘f*** your pope and the Vatican’ and shouting racial 
and religious comments at opposition players. This is a snapshot of the type of 
disorder that police and prosecutors are dealing with. The notion that this behaviour 
does not take place flies in the face of reality.  
 
I appreciate of course that this type of behaviour is carried out by a small minority of 
people. It is however the case that such disorder is being carried out by individuals 
supporting a number of football clubs in different divisions. In the most recent 
Government statistics provided in relation to offences under section 1 of the Act, 
25.4% related to individuals affiliated to Celtic and 31.7% related to individuals 
affiliated to Rangers, with those affiliated to Hibs the next highest at 10.4%. In 
relation to those who commit such crimes it is important to reiterate that the club 
which an individual supports is irrelevant when considering whether an offence has 
occurred. Further there is no evidence to support the contention that any one group 
of supporters or football team is singled out by the Act. As I pointed out in previous 
correspondence the Act is silent on policing which is a matter entirely for the Chief 
Constable. If members of the public consider that they have been subject of police 
misconduct or aggressive policing as a correspondent has suggested then there are 
mechanisms and procedures to deal with such allegations and if criminal 
proceedings are taken the court will have supervision of police action in the context 
of a criminal trial. 
 
I note there is also reference made in the correspondence to the identity of the 
victims.  The same recent Government statistics reflect that Police Officers were in 
fact the victims in only 13.1% of charges whereas the figures for the Community 
(45.9%) and members of the public (38.4%) were significantly higher. I should also 
point out that this detailed data could not have been provided prior to the Act, when 
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charges such as Breach of the Peace were generally used, given that the COPFS 
statistical database would not have been able to distinguish between those crimes 
related to football and those crimes not related to football. 
 
Correspondents also refer to the issue of the singing of particular songs.  As I made 
clear to the committee previously I consider that it is not appropriate to issue a list of 
songs, words, banners or chants which are deemed offensive. It is important that the 
context and circumstances of every case are taken in to account by police officers in 
line with the Guidelines which I published in relation to the Act. 
 
In those same guidelines I made it clear that police officers should also take in to 
account proportionality, legitimate football rivalry and common sense when 
establishing whether particular behaviour was offensive.  I will not make any 
comment on the offensiveness of a specific song but I can say in relation to the song 
“Roll of Honour”, which has been raised in some of the correspondence, that a 
number of individuals in separate cases in different Sheriffdoms have been convicted 
for singing this song. People who engage in singing this song should appreciate that 
it is offensive to fans of other football teams and depending on the circumstances 
could result in arrest and conviction. It is not the case as a correspondent has 
suggested that most of the prosecutions under the Act are for singing this song. 
Finally on this subject I can point out that prior to the Act coming into force 
convictions have resulted for Breach of the Peace for singing this song as they have 
done under the Offensive Behaviour Act, so I make the obvious point that it is not the 
Act which criminalises the signing of such a song. 
 
Attending a football match should be an occasion on which supporters of any club 
can enjoy the passion and atmosphere of a match without being witness to or the 
victim of offensive behaviour. This also extends to places away from football grounds 
where members of the public should be able to go about their business without 
witnessing offensive behaviour as described above. It is encouraging therefore , as 
reported to you by the Chief Constable, that it is no longer common to see entire 
sections of a stadium engaging in offensive behaviour and that the second offence 
created by the Act in relation to threatening communications has resulted in 
encouraging signs of self policing amongst on line users. 
 
I consider that the legislation is continuing to be used effectively by Prosecutors in 
their role in deciding how to proceed in cases reported by the police. The 
correspondence attached to your letter refers to “failed prosecutions”, but what is 
being referred to are charges under the Act which do not result in a conviction, and 
this can happen for a number of reasons.  
 
This includes situations where the Crown has led sufficient evidence in law to 
establish that an offence under the Act has taken place but the Court decides that 
the evidence is not sufficiently credible or reliable, for example, to prove 
identification. The high standard of proof, beyond a reasonable doubt applies to 
offenses under the Act as it does across the criminal justice system. It is quite right 
that the Court weighs up all the evidence heard, including any given by the accused 
before deciding on their guilt or innocence and decisions of this type do not reflect on 
the content of the legislation itself nor on its application by Prosecutors. I can also 
confirm that prosecutors take account of decisions and guidance issued by the Court 
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in the decision taking in future cases. I do not agree that there is an abnormally low 
conviction rate for prosecutions under the Act.   
 
While the legislation is in its infancy it is important to consider the reported decisions 
taken by the Courts in relation to the interpretation of the legislation and its 
application by Prosecutors. To date these have been few and there have been no 
successful challenges [including challenges under the European Convention of 
Human Rights] to the legislation.  
 
With regard to superintendence and interpretation of the act by the Courts in the 
case against Cairns the Appeal Court issued guidance to Courts on how the Act 
should be interpreted. I enclose a copy of the judgement. You will note that the 
Appeal court in their judgement made no criticism of the Act. 
 
In a further published judgement a Sheriff supported the extraterritorial element of 
the Act and the Crown’s use of the Act to prosecute an individual who was alleged to 
have committed an offence in Berwick. I enclose a copy of the Sheriff’s judgement 
for your information. 
 
Additionally a Sheriff rejected the argument made on behalf of six accused that 
particular behaviour was not “in relation to a regulated football match”. In that 
judgement the Sheriff referred to the objective of the legislation being “to improve 
standards of behaviour at, in the immediate vicinity of, and on journeys to and from 
regulated football matches”. The case in which that judgement was issued reflects all 
too well the type of behaviour which the Act is intended to attack. Sixteen individuals 
were convicted of charges under the Act as a result of one large scale brawl which 
took place at a busy Glasgow Central railway station one Saturday evening following 
a Scottish Cup game between Ayr and Hibs. The sentences for these individuals, 
who were resident in both Scotland and England, included extensive Community 
Payback Orders, Football Banning Orders and sentences of imprisonment. 
 
Further the Appeal Court in a recent sentencing appeal [McGowan v HMA] stated, 
“In our opinion, this case was a good example of the frightening and destructive 
nature of football hooliganism. When supporters of a particular team join together - 
even spontaneously - to present an aggressive, foul-mouthed band clearly looking 
for trouble, the potential for fear, panic, violence, and injury is very real. On this 
occasion, but for the presence and intervention of the police, matters would 
undoubtedly have escalated. We therefore wholly agree with the sheriff's 
assessment of the offence as a grave one, prima facie meriting both a custodial 
sentence and a football banning order.”  
 
With regard to the review of the legislation, this is not a matter for me to comment on 
and is a matter for the Parliament. As I have made repeatedly clear the Crown 
welcomes and will cooperate, as we have done already, in the review of the Act. I 
understand that the review of the Act is already underway 
 
I continue to monitor the decisions of the Courts and keep the guidelines that I 
published under review on that basis.  
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Finally, I note that one correspondent has suggested that there is no statistical link 
between acts of domestic violence and a particular football match. I am afraid this is 
not the case. Dickson et al 2013 demonstrated a statistically significant link between 
domestic abuse and Old Firm fixtures. Our internal data also demonstrated such a 
link. I should however point out that no one is suggesting that the respective football 
clubs involved in this fixture are in any way responsible for the domestic abuse. It is 
simply recognition of a sad fact that perpetrators of such abuse often use the match 
as an excuse or a catalyst for engaging in such reprehensible behaviour. The point 
which is being made, as I understand it, is that in order properly to deal with 
domestic abuse it is necessary to understand the triggers and motivations. Such 
studies are informative in this regard. 
  
I hope this assists the Committee in its deliberations.  
 
Rt Hon Frank Mulholland QC 
Lord Advocate 
14 November 2013 
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